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Introduction

In heart failure (HF) patients, hemodynamic abnormalities 
precede hospitalization by several weeks. The identification 
of these abnormalities could, in theory, allow alterations in 
therapy and prevention of clinical deterioration. Different 
non-invasive models including home monitoring of vital 
signs, medications management, and phone education have 
been tried with variable results. Large prospective studies 
showed no improvement in mortality or admissions rate 
with non-invasive home monitoring (1-4).

Invasive monitoring is a concept to evaluate hemodynamic 
changes that precede clinical decompensation. In general, 
two methods are available. One includes measurement of 
alterations in intrathoracic impedance, a parameter available 

in current defibrillators, and a second method includes 
alterations in recorded intracardiac pressures including left 
atrial (LA), right ventricular (RV) or pulmonary artery (PA) 
pressures. 

The impedance or hemodynamic information can help in 
therapeutic measures to prevent readmission and minimize 
unneeded healthcare cost. 

In this manuscript, we sought to systematically review 
the literature and study the impact of such strategy on HF 
outcome. 

Methods

Data collection and analysis was performed following the 
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recommended procedures by the Cochrane collaboration 
and was reported in accordance with recommendations 
set forth by the Preferred Reported Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement (5). 

Study endpoints

Study endpoints included: HF related admissions rate, all-
cause mortality and combined HF related admissions rate 
and all-cause mortality. 

Devices description

Internal cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs), implanted in HF 
patients, can monitor changes in intrathoracic impedance 
which correlate inversely with LV filling pressure 
(Medtronic Opti-Vol® Fluid Status Monitoring or St Jude 
Medical CorVueTM) and are referred to as impedance 
devices in this article. These devices sense an increase in 
fluids status and can alert the patient or physician using 
various reporting methods (6-15).

All of these studies took advantage of impedance 
technology in ICDs to monitor fluid status in HF patients 
except one, which depended on ICD monitoring of patient 
activity, selected cardiac arrhythmias and amount of 
biventricular pacing to adjust HF treatment (11). 

The devices which were used to monitor cardiac 
pressures are referred to as pressure sensors in this article. 
The LA sensors (HeartPod®) can be implanted in the 
atrial septum and give accurate evaluation of pressure 
changes (16). Sensors in the RV can directly monitor its 
hemodynamics (Chronicle device) (17). PA pressure can be 
continuously evaluated by CardioMems (18). One study 
used a combined ICD lead with hemodynamic monitoring 
properties (IHM-ICD) (19). 

Information sources and literature search methods

Literature search was conducted through the electronic 
databases MEDLINE, EMBASE, PubMed and the 
Cochrane Centra l  Regis ter  of  Control led Tria l s 
(CENTRAL) from January 2000 through May 2017 for 
abstracts using various combinations of terms including 
“invasive HF monitoring, prevention of HF readmission, 
CardioMems, Chronicle and heart failure, intrathoracic 
impedance and Optivol, Optivol and heart failure, heart 
failure monitoring with Optivol, CoreVue and heart failure, 
impedance and heart failure monitoring and implanted 

monitoring devices of heart failure”.
We included randomized clinical trials, observational 

studies and double armed studies. Inclusion criteria were 
published data that showed the clinical outcomes we chose. 
Study population had to be 18 years or older. We included 
studies that compared outcomes between two groups: a 
group with invasive implanted devices as a guidance of 
therapy and the other group used conventional medical 
therapy (controls). So, the control group received standard 
HF therapy and did not utilize the device information even 
if the device was implanted before. 

Exclusion criteria included unpublished data, single 
armed studies, studies performed on patients during 
hospitalization only or if the patient’s age is younger than 
18 years. We excluded all studies without clinical outcome 
or without the outcome of our interest (mortality and HF-
related hospitalization). 

Two reviewers (A Halawa and T Enezate) identified 
articles eligible for further review. If a study met the 
inclusion criteria, the manuscript was obtained and 
reviewed. In addition, bibliographic references, of identified 
studies and review articles, were reviewed to identify 
randomized clinical trials that did not show on electronic 
search.

Rev iewers  focused  on  demographic s /base l ine 
characteristics, study design, device used, sample size, 
duration and aim of each study and type of endpoint 
measures including HF related admissions, all-cause 
mortality and combined HF related admissions and all-
cause mortality.

The second author verified all the extracted data. The 
number of events in each trial was obtained when available. 
Table 1 depicts study designs and patients’ characteristics. 

Studies identification

The previously described sources were searched for 
potential studies. The search was limited to English-
language literature. The initial search identified 200 
citations. One hundred and ten citations were excluded 
by identifying abstract/title. The final search identified 14 
original papers that fulfilled the inclusion criteria (Figure S1)  
(6-15,17-20). 

Risk of bias assessment and data quality

Methodological quality was defined as the control of bias 
assessed through reported methods in each study using 
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Cochrane risk of bias tool (21) and Newcastle-Ottawa 
Scale (NOS) (22) to evaluate the quality of randomized and 
observational cohort trials. 

This tool tests for bias and classifies its risk to low, 
intermediate and high (21). The reviewers (A Halawa and 
T Enezate) independently assessed each study quality using 

the risk of bias tool components. Most of the randomized 
trials were single or non-blinded, two studies had lost 
follow-up in >20% of its population, otherwise, there 
was no evidence of high risk bias in regards to population 
selection, randomization, concealment allocation, groups 
comparability, adequate follow up or attrition biases  

Table 1 Summary of studies design and patients’ baseline characteristics

Author/study Year Design Duration Device used Age (years) Male, % NYHA class EF, % Group Number

Abraham (18) 2001 RCT 6 months Cardio MEMS 62 73 I–III Mixed Control 280

Device 270

Adamson (19) 2011 RCT 12 months RVP sensor 55 69 II–III <35 Control 198

Device 202

Bourge (17) 2008 RCT 6 months Chronicle 58 65 III–IV Mixed Control 140

Device 134

Jermyn (20) 2017 Case-series 15 months Cardio MEMS N/A 68 III Mixed Control 32

Device 34

Böhm (8) 2016 RCT 23 months ICD-OptiVol 66 80 II–III <35 Control 497

Device 505

Boriani (9) 2017 RCT 24 months ICD-OptiVol 66 76 III–IV <35 Control 428

Device 437

Catanzariti (6) 2009 Prospective 
observation

12 months InSync Sentry 66 84 II–III <35 Control 102

Device 430

Domenichini 
(10)

2016 RCT 12 months ICD-OptiVol 68 94 II–III <35 Control 39

Device 41

Hindricks (11) 2014 RCT 12 months ICD-OptiVol 66 81 II–III <35 Control 331

Device 333

Landolina (12) 2012 RCT 16 months ICD-OptiVol 68 79 I–III <35 Control 101

Device 99

Lüthje (13) 2015 RCT 15 months ICD-OptiVol 66 77 II–III <40 Control 89

Device 87

Maines (7) 2007 Case control 12 months InSync Sentry 70 85 II–III <35 Control 27

Device 27

Shochat (15) 2016 RCT (in press) 12 months lung impedance N/A N/A N/A <35 Control 128

Device 128

van Veldhuisen 
(14)

2011 RCT 15 months InSync Sentry 64 86 II–III <35 Control 167

Device 168

EF, ejection fraction; ICD, implantable cardioverter defibrillator; NYHA, New York Heart Association; RCT, randomized controlled trial; RVP, 
right ventricular pressure; N/A, not available; Mixed, preserved and reduced ejection fraction. 
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(Tables S1,S2). Overall, a Funnel plot test showed a 
symmetrical distribution of the studies indicating low risk of 
publication bias (Figure S2). 

Statistical analysis and data synthesis

From the abstracted data, we calculated the odds ratio (OR) 
using the inverse variance method for each study outcome 
to allow for pooling of similar outcomes. The average 
effects for outcomes and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
were obtained using a random effects model, as described 
by DerSimonian (21,23).

To assess heterogeneity of treatment effect among 
trials, we used the I2 statistic. The I2 statistic represents 
the proportion of heterogeneity of treatment effect across 
trials that were not attributable to chance or random error. 
A value of 50% or more reflects significant heterogeneity 
due to real differences in study populations, protocols, 
interventions and outcomes (23).

The P value threshold for statistical significance was 
set at 0.05 for effect sizes. Analyses were conducted using 
features on RevMan version 5.3.5 (The Nordic Cochrane 
Center, Copenhagen, Denmark).

Methods for including both-armed zero events

In the case of zero events for an outcome in both groups 
simultaneously, we utilized a continuity factor of 1. We 
added this to each arm in order to avoid computational 
errors. Studies reporting no outcomes were not included in 
the analysis (24).

Results

A total of 5,454 patients were included from 14 studies, 3 
observational (1 case-control, 1 case-series and 1 prospective 
study) and 11 randomized controlled trials. The device 
group included a total of 2,895 patients (640 in pressure 
sensor subgroup and 2,255 in the impedance monitoring 
group) while the control group included a total of 2,559 
patients (650 in pressure sensor subgroup and 1,909 in the 
impedance monitoring subgroup).

Mean age was 64.6 years and 78% of studied patients 
were male. The majority of patients in the impedance 
monitoring group had HF with reduced ejection fraction 
(HFrEF). The pressure sensor group included HFrEF 
and preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) except one study 
where the majority of patients has HFrEF (20).

The control group received standard HF therapy and 
were matched with the device monitored patients. Both 
device and control groups were comparable in terms of 
demographics, cause and type of HF (ischemic vs. non-
ischemic, HFrEF vs. HFpEF), comorbidities, and New 
York Heart Association functional class which was II–III. 
Difference in HF medications regimen were highlighted 
too. Only one study had higher diuretic use in the control 
group (17). Follow-up period varied between 6–24 months 
(Table 1) (6-15,17-20). 

All studies reported HF related admissions rate. We 
found no significant difference between the device and the 
control groups in terms of admissions rate (OR 1.25, 95% 
CI: 0.92–1.69, P=0.15, Figure 1). 

Thirteen studies reported all-cause mortality and 
combined HF related admission and all-cause mortality. 
We found no significant difference between the device 
group and the control group in terms of all-cause mortality 
(OR 1.21, 95% CI: 0.91–1.61, P=0.20, Figure 2) nor the 
combined admissions rate and all-cause mortality (OR 1.21, 
95% CI: 0.89–1.64, P=0.22, Figure 3) at the end of the 
follow up period. 

Subgroup analysis

Pressure sensor devices were used in four studies (total of 
1,290 patients: 640 patients in the device group and 650 
patients in the control group). Subgroup analysis showed 
that monitoring with pressure sensor was associated with 
lower HF admissions rate (OR 1.63, 95% CI: 1.10–2.41, 
P=0.02, Figure 1) and lower combined HF admissions 
rate and all-cause mortality (OR 1.58, 95% CI: 1.07–2.34, 
P=0.02, Figure 3). However, there was no difference in all-
cause mortality (OR 1.04, 95% CI: 0.62–1.74, P=0.89, 
Figure 2).

Impedance monitoring devices were used in eleven 
studies (total of 4,164 patients: 2,255 in the device group 
and 1,909 in the control group). Subgroup analysis showed 
that monitoring with these devices was not associated with 
different HF admissions rate (OR 1.09, 95% CI: 0.74–1.60, 
P=0.67, Figure 1) nor all-cause mortality (OR 1.29, 95% CI: 
0.89–1.86, P=0.18, Figure 2) or combined HF admissions 
rate and all-cause mortality (OR 1.05, 95% CI: 0.71–1.55, 
P=0.82, Figure 3). 

Discussion

Our goal in this paper is to shed a light on new approach in 
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Figure 1 HF related readmission rate. The measure of effect of device versus control group on readmission rate of each study was plotted 
using OR and 95% CI on a forest plot. The overall results showing no statistically significant difference between both groups. However, 
pressure sensors group was associated with lower HF related readmission rates. HF, heart failure; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Figure 2 All-cause mortality. The measure of effect of device versus control group on all-cause mortality rate of each study was plotted 
using OR and 95% CI on a forest plot. The overall results and subgroup analysis showing no statistically significant difference between both 
groups. OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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monitoring heart failure treatment. The complexity of HF 
comes not only from the multiple non-cardiac comorbidities 
but also from the physiological and anatomical changes that 
proceed and continue during heart failure exacerbations. 
All of these factors make monitoring HF a challenging field 
that require further advancements. 

In general, our paper shows that usage of intra-cardiac 
devices isn’t linked to improving rates of HF admission 
or all-cause mortality. The failure could be blamed on the 
progressive nature of this disease despite optimal medical 
management and maximum monitoring. it is interesting 
that pressure monitoring was associated with lower HF 
related admissions rate. In our opinion, these are very 
important findings despite the lack of mortality benefits. 

When we combined HF related admissions rate and all-
cause mortality together, pressure sensing monitoring was 
associated with better outcome than the control group. 
We think the combined outcome improvement is mostly 
related to the significant improvement in re-hospitalizations 
rate. This observation was not noted in the impedance 
monitoring group. As matter of fact, impedance monitoring 
was not associated with any improvement in mortality nor 
HF hospitalizations rate in our analysis.

Our results could be explained by the fact that intra-
cardiac filling pressure values are part of the mechanism 
of decompensated HF and they precede the symptoms 
sometimes by weeks (4,25). This time gap between the 
hemodynamic changes and the development of clinically 
recognizable symptoms, if identified correctly, may serve 
as an opportunity for physicians to intervene and prevent 
clinical decompensation.

Decreased intrathoracic impedance is fairly sensitive 
(in about 76% of cases) in detecting fluids overload (26). 
Thoracic impedance changes can be recognized later in the 
course of heart failure exacerbation which makes it a less 
effective tool in predicting this clinical event.

Lack of specificity is a problem in impedance devices 
and it could alter its effect on HF outcome. For example, 
respiratory infections (viral or bacterial) can increase the 
intra-thoracic content of fluids and drop impedance similar 
to decompensated HF. 

And while data from intracardiac pressures are recorded 
on daily basis, impedance monitors are recorded periodically 
or with incidence of symptoms. This fact gives the daily 
recorded pressure sensors a significant clinical advantage 
over impedance sensors.  

Figure 3 Combined HF related readmission and all-cause death. The measure of effect of device versus control group on combined HF 
related readmission and all-cause mortality rate of each study was plotted using OR and 95% CI on a forest plot. The overall results showing 
no statistically significant difference between both groups. However, pressure sensors group associated with lower combined HF related 
readmission rates and all-cause mortality. HF, heart failure; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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Unfortunately, HF is a systemic disease usually associated 
with multiple comorbidities. Lack of adherence to 
medications, poor discharge planning, inadequate follow 
up and absence of social and financial support are major 
factors that might have effects on overall admission rate 
and negative overall results in dissociation with cardiac 
pathophysiology. These factors are outcome changers and 
they should also be considered in any future evaluation of 
the intra-cardiac devices (2,27).

Finally, the lower readmission rate observed in pressure 
sensors group are very attractive and can help to decrease 
the substantial cost burden and morbidity in this sick 
population. Direct left atrium sensors, a different style of 
pressure sensors, have been developed. These pressures 
sensors showed promising results in advanced heart 
failure patients (16). At least one prospective, randomized, 
controlled trial will hopefully address this method of heart 
failure monitoring (28).

Limitations

Our analysis included a mixture of observational and 
randomized controlled single blinded studies. Double 
blinding was not feasible as patients in the experimental 
arm had to download data or report an alarm to the health 
provider. We included a variety of implantable devices with 
different acting mechanisms and wide range of monitoring 
parameter targets. Impedance monitoring is an additional 
manufacturing property of ICDs. In these patients, the 
devices were implanted for prevention of sudden cardiac 
death not for impedance monitoring purpose. This could 
bias the data collection and interpretation. 

Follow up varied from one study to another (6– 
15 months). Endpoints were not the same in all studies and 
the definition of events varied from one to another. 

Finally, the pressure sensor devices were tested in 
HFpEF and HFrEF patients, while the impedance devices 
were mostly used in HFrEF patients (i.e., those who 
required ICD).

Conclusions

Implantable cardiac monitoring devices were not associated 
with significant effect on readmission or mortality rates 
in heart failure patients. However, intra-cardiac pressure 
monitoring was associated with lower re-admissions rate. 
No benefits were observed with impedance monitoring. 
Further clinical trials are required to further define the 

benefits and roles of these devices in HF management 
and to improve the treatment guiding algorithms and 
performance. 
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Supplementary

Figure S1 PRISMA data flow chart depicting the results of the primary search and selection process of the studies that met inclusion 
criteria.
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Table S1 Risk bias assessment for randomized controlled trials.

Study ID
Study 
design

Adequate 
randomization

Allocation 
concealment

Blinding
Baseline 

characteristics 
balanced

Lost to follow-up 
<20%

Incomplete data 
(attrition bias)

Abraham (18) RCT Yes Yes Single Yes Yes No

Bourge (17) RCT Yes Yes Single Yes Yes No

van Veldhuisen (14) RCT Yes Yes Single Yes Yes No

Adamson (19) RCT Yes Yes Single Yes Yes No

Böhm (8) RCT Yes Yes None Yes Yes No

Boriani (9) RCT Yes Yes Double Yes No No

Domenichini (10) RCT Yes Yes None Yes Yes No

Hindricks (11) RCT Yes Yes Single Yes Yes No

Landolina (12) RCT Yes Yes Double Yes Yes No

Lüthje (13) RCT Yes Yes – Yes Yes No

Shochat (15) RCT Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

RCT, randomized controlled trial.



Table S2 Risk bias assessment for observational studies

Study ID Study design

Selection Outcome

Representativeness 
of exposed cohort

Comparability
Ascertainment of 

exposure

Demonstration that 
outcome of interest 
was Not present at 

start of study

Assessment 
of outcome

Enough 
follow-up 

length

Catanzariti (6) Prospective Truly representative Multi-center Secured records/
office visits

Yes Independent 
assessment

Yes

Maines (7) Case-control Truly representative Single center Secured records Yes Independent 
assessment

Yes

Jermyn (20) Case-series Truly representative Single center Secured records/
phone calls

Yes Independent 
assessment

Yes

Figure S2 Funnel plot showing symmetrical distribution of the studies and low risk of publication bias. SE, standard error; OR, odds ratio.
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